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)12mReading Comprehension ( 

 
         Our planet is made of continents and oceans. The Pacific Ocean is one of the 
biggest oceans which take more than one third of the planet’s surface. It extends from the 
Arctic Ocean in the north to the southern ocean in the south. It’s bounded by the 
continents of Asia and Australia in the west and the Americas in the east. Scientists  
found the fact that there is zero light in the deepest part of this ocean. Asia is the biggest 
continent on Earth. It’s also one third of our planet. Asia is bounded on the east by the 
Pacific Ocean , on the south by the  Indian Ocean and on the north by the Arctic Ocean. 
China and India are the largest countries in it. Kuwait is in Asia.  

 
 )Marks 8=  2From a, b, c and d choose the most suitable answer: ( 4 x -A 

 
1- The	best	title	for	the	passage	is	:	
a. Earth													b.	Oceans														c.	Continents																		d.	Animals	
	
2- The opposite of the underlined word "largest" in line ( 8 ) is : 
a. hottest																b.	deepest																	c.	tallest																				d.	smallest	

	
3- The	underlined	word	"it"	in	line	6	)	refers	to:	
a. India																		b.	China																			c.Asia																									d.Planet	

	
4- 	Asia	is	bounded	by																													on	the	north.																					
a. Pacific	Ocean									b.	Indian	Ocean												c.		Arctic	Ocean														d.	Americas	
 
B) Answer the following questions: ( 2x2 = 4m): 

 
 
1- Can	people	see	under	the	Pacific	Ocean?	Why	or	why	not?	

	
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------		
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------		

	
2-	Which	continent	is	Kuwait	in?	

	
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------		
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------		
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 ةباجا جذومن
)12mReading Comprehension ( 

 
         Our planet is made of continents and oceans. The Pacific Ocean is one of the 
biggest oceans which take more than one third of the planet’s surface. It extends from the 
Arctic Ocean in the north to the southern ocean in the south. It’s bounded by the 
continents of Asia and Australia in the west and the Americas in the east. Scientists  
found the fact that there is zero light in the deepest part of this ocean. Asia is the biggest 
continent on Earth. It’s also one third of our planet. Asia is bounded on the east by the 
Pacific Ocean , on the south by the  Indian Ocean and on the north by the Arctic Ocean. 
China and India are the largest countries in it. Kuwait is in Asia.  

 
 )Marks 8=  2From a, b, c and d choose the most suitable answer: ( 4 x -A 

 
1- The	best	title	for	the	passage	is	:	
a. Earth													b.	Oceans														c.	Continents																		d.	Animals	
	
2- The opposite of the underlined word "largest" in line ( 8 ) is : 
a. hottest																b.	deepest																	c.	tallest																				d.	smallest	

	
3-The underlined word "it" in line 6 ) refers to: 
a. India																		b.	China																			c.Asia																									d.Planet	

	
4- Asia is bounded by                             on the north.                     
a. Pacific	Ocean									b.	Indian	Ocean												c.		Arctic	Ocean														d.	Americas	

 
B) Answer the following questions: ( 2x2 = 4m): 
 

1- Can	people	see	under	the	Pacific	Ocean?	Why	or	why	not?	
	

---because	ther	is	zero	light	under	it.	–No,	People	can’t	see	under	the	pacific	Ocean	----	
	
2-	Which	continent	is	Kuwait	in?	

	
-------------------------------------------------.Kuwait	is	in	Asia	-----	
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